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Power of Positivity

Fuel your mind with positivity!

It sounds cliché but positive thinking can benefit our well-being greatly!
 
Positive thinking can also be described as an outlook or mindset & can boost our mood,
confidence & productivty.  It can also help to manage and reduce stress, anxiety & the
likelihood of developing high blood pressure & depression (among other illness).  
 
Increased positivity & well-being can help reduce the onset of stress related illness and
therefore can lead to a strogner immune system & faster recovery from injury & illness (as
stress weakens our immune system).  Reducing stress & improving our coping skills may
also be linked to an increased life-span due to the influence on the rest of our physical and
mental health.  
 
Of course- positivity can't fix all our problems, but it can make problem management a little
easier.  
 
There are a number of approaches to postivity! 
♥Optimism - mindset make-over
♥Positive self-talk & affirmations
♥Positive vibes - e.g. music, weather, friendships, colours etc.
♥Humour
♥Learning from every experience/opportunity.
♥Mindfulness
♥Journaling
♥Goal setting & management
♥Reduce your negative influences
♥Plan for a positive future
 
This pocket guide of positivity will explore some of these approaches  and give you a
starting point to boost your positivity during this uncertain time in which negativity seems
to be taking centre stage for so many of us. 
 

Practicing positivity is often easier said than done - but this guide is here to help!
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Positive self talk

Positive Self

We tend to be our own worst critic! - we're often harder on ourselves than we are on
others and than others are on us! 
Over time we can form a negative opinion of ourselves which can be pretty difficult to
overthrow - be aware of the voice inside your head & treat yourself with kindness &
encouragement. 
 
Accidents happen & its fine to experience some negative feelings now and again   but
instead of  looking at a situation & thinking "I really made a mess of that" try "I've learnt
from my experience and will try again another way or another day". 
 
Before you talk to yourself (internally) or about yourself - STOP & THINK!
Ask yourself these 2 questions: 
♥Would i talk about my friend like this?  ♥Can I do anything to change how i feel?
Once you've answered these - re-evaluate what you wanted to say using positive language.

Positive affirmations
Positive affirmations are short, simple positive sentences which describe our current or
future circumstance, &/ ability. These statements are either already true or on the way to
becoming true. The repetition of positive affirmations enables the subconscious mind to
hold on to the beliefs & eventually they will become reality (if they were  goals to start with). 
Some mat also describe this process as law of attraction.
 
Positive affirmations can build confidence & self esteem, boost productivity, control a&
reduce negativity and much more. 
 
You can practice positive affirmations however it best suits you - It  is best to write your
own but it can be difficult to know where to start. 
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Positive affirmation examples
♥ I am capable of anything I put my mind to
♥ I am worthy of...
♥ I have done my best
♥ I am one step closer to living my dream
♥ Every step I take, (even small ones) is progress
♥ I am proud of my journey
♥ I deserve to treat /reward myself
♥ I will get through this
♥ I have everything that I need to face the obstacles that I may face
♥ I am beautiful
 

My positive affirmations



Planning for positivity
I can't wait to:
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We've all had a lot of plans cancelled and are missing our friends & family so  why not make
a list of everything that you are looking forward to doing again soon!
 
Another idea is to make an activity jar full of things you can do at any time when things are
back to normal - write activities on small pieces of paper & treat the jar like a lucky dip!
Keeping this jar will act as a reminder of this difficult & uncertain time so that we don't take
these things for granted again like we once did.
 

Positivity playlist:

Make a playlist of all your favourite, feel good songs
 
You could do this however you want but putting sons in an order or grouping them into
categories might be useful. 
 
You could have a generic positive vibes playlist and another specifically to cheer you up.

Social support

It's important to talk to people about how you're feeling, they might be able to support you
and share their own expeirenes & tips. 
 
Surround yourself with people that radiate positivity - if people in your real life struggle with
optimisim there are plenty of communicites bursting with positivity online - follow
@prettypositivity_afc on instagram for daily positivity & support!
 
Share your own positivity with others - you could completely make someone-else's day 



Self-care
An introduction:
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Self-care is the term used to describe time that we use to deliberately take care of
ourselves including our physical, mental and emotional health – a simple (yet often over
looked) factor in daily life. 
 
Self-care is vital to improving and or maintaining a positive mood, mindset & energy and
keep negativity at bay.
 
Self-care is like re-charging our own physical, mental and emotional batteries – just like
electronics if you keep putting out a lot of energy using your full capacity you use up all you
can give a lot quicker and become burnt-out. 
 
We’re no good to anyone – ourselves or others if we have nothing left to give. This is exactly
why self-care is not selfish!

Self-care ideas

IThere are a multitude of ways to practice self-care! You can choose whatever you enjoy
most of feels benefical to you - but incase you don't know where to start here is a quick
(non-exhasutive) list of ideas.
♥Read a book (any genre)
♥Go for a walk - fresh air does the world of good
♥Nourish your creativity - write, draw, paint, craft etc.
♥Bake - double the fun while baking & enjoying your treats
♥Listen to your positivity playlist or a podcast
♥Watch feel good films/ tv shows
♥Get more sleep
♥Call friends or family for a catch-up
♥Cuddle - your pet, your loved ones even a teddy
♥Pamper yourself - bath, facemask, hair mask etc.
♥Practice jounraling
♥Practice mindfuness

 Make a self-care kit - fill a box with things you love or that help de-stress you!
You could include a colouring book, reading book, mug & tea-bags, chocolate, a bathbomb,

essential oils, a favourite perfume, nail-polish and some headphones.
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You might have written in a secret diary when you were younger about your day, how you
were feeling and who you had a crush on, well journaling is pretty similar, except now you
can use it productively   to explore and understand your feelings and emotions, their
reasoning and reflect on your own journey and personal growth! 
 
Journaling is a useful stress management tool & works best when done consistently with a
mindful attitude - one common focus for journaling is gratitude, another common focus is
emotional release.
 
There is no right or wrong way to practice journaling and the entire process is entirely up to
you! The way that you choose to journal could depend on your personality, current needs
and your resources (e.g. free time & notebook/laptop etc.) 
 
If this is a compeltely new process to you, keep reading for some useful journal prompts!
 

Gratitude journaling:

Gratitude journaling includes listing (or detailing) 3 or more things that you are grateful for
in each day, no matter how big or small they are.  
This helps us find the positives in everyday rather than focusing on the negatives! 
Gratitude journaling works well in the evening as you can end the day on a positive note
with the aim to start the next day positively too!
*Bonus tip* - You can look back on all of these positive things and remind yourself of
everything you can be grateful for if you find yourself struggling in the future. 

Emotional journaling:

Emotional journaling is the detailed exploration of your daily thoughts, feelings &
experiences - often best done throughout the day when the emotions are fresh (not
entirely essential). This can help your thought processing, it is particularly important to
write about your positive experiences & emotions as well as the negative ones. so that you
know what to repeat and what to avoid in future - reducing stress today & tomorrow! 



Journaling prompts:
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♥Today I feel .... - ... happened to make me feel this way
♥Today I am grateful for... because...
♥The goals I have been working on today are...
♥The goals I want to work on tomorrow are...
♥The biggest lessons i have learnt this week/month are...
♥Three(+) things that have put a smile on my face this week...
♥The 10 words I would use to describe myself
♥The 10 words my best friend would use to describe me
♥One fear I would like to conquer is... I can do this by...
♥One skill I would like to learn is... I can do this by...
♥Five books I would like to read...
♥My health goals are...
♥I am inspired by... because...
♥In my free time i enjoy...
♥I have recently enjoyed watching... because... I would/would not re-watch this?
♥The self-care i have practiced this week...
♥I still have control in my life over...
♥I am overwhelmed right now because...
♥Advice I need to hear this week...
♥I can make more space in my life for things that make me happy/ i love by...
♥Five things I'm looking forward to when social distancing restrictions lift...
♥My  three greatest strengths are...
♥Things that have been going well in my life lately are...
♥I can support myself (& others) by... Other people can support me by...

Personal planning journal:

Personal planner journaling might be seen as more of a book of daily to-do lists but you
could use it it record anything that is important to you including dates, memories and
goals. You can use this space to feel more organised, some people prefer a visual
representation of what it is they are working on.  As well as planning ahead  you can also
use this type of journaling to track your progress.  Many people who use this type of
journaling also refer to it as bullet journalling & some also include space for gratitude
journaling amongst other content.  Once again, it's compeltely up to you!



Date:
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My Journal
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You've probably been hearing this term more frequently over the past few years, and if
you're not really sure entirely what it means, don't worry you're not alone.
 
In the most simple terms - mindfulness can be practiced by raising awareness of what we're
doing, where we are and reducing our reactions to our surroundings.  
 
We can increase our awareness to our experiences by focusing on our breathing, our senses
& state of mind (thoughts & emotions). 
 

Awaken you inner awareness
 
We can use mindfulness to create space between ourselves & our reactions - which allows
us to process our experiences objectively.
♥Time & space- you need some free time & clear space to get started 
♥Pay attention to the present - free from judgements
♥This too shall pass- notice the judgements & let them go 
♥Re-connect with the present moment - keep bringing your mind 
♥Be kind- don't punish your wandering mind - bring you concentration back
 
Daily mindful practices can help you to feel calmer and increase your patience which will
likely have  a positive impact on futher aspects of your life. Some daily mindfulness ideas:
♥Take a mindful walk - be aware of your surroundings (use your senses)
♥Mindful wind-down before bed
♥Mindfulness colouring - concentrate on crayon on the paper (see next page)
♥ Mindful breathing excerises - follow the breath in for 4 & out for 5 (feel your
chest/stomach rise)
♥Tense & release muscle mindfulness - start at the feet and follow up your whole body 
♥Body scan - start at the top of your head & be aware of your body work your way down &
push any negativity out as you go. 
♥5,4,3,2,1 - list of 5 things you can see, 4 you can touch, 3 you can hear, 2 you can smell & 1
you can taste.
♥Drink water - follow the water from the glass to your swallow (take at least 3 mins to finish)

 
Have a go - try highlighting your favourites to revisit?
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FREE  YOUR

MIND

+  THE  REST

WILL FOLLOW
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To-do list:                                                      Date:

Wake with determination
- Sleep with satisfaction
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Pocket Guide 
Thank you for downloading this 

Please follow  @prettypositivity_afc 
on instagram & share your journey

by using #prettypositivitypocketguide 
or tagging us in your posts/stories!


